Earth--moon evolution: implications for the mechanism of the biological clock?
The geophysical characteristics of the planet Earth dictate the physiological traits of living organisms. Changes in the geophysical conditions over the course of geological time are responsible for major evolutionary changes in life emergence and evolvement. Calendar day length is one of earth's geophysical characteristics which is under a constant, if extremely small, progressive change. This enforces an adjustment of circadian rhythmicity throughout geological time. The calendar day has extended approximately 9 hours in the last 3.5 billion years. Two mechanisms for circadian-rhythm adjustment are suggested: a directional selection mechanism -- an endogenous -- oriented explanation regarding a genetic drift in the population's endogenous oscillation toward a lengthened daily cycle; and an exogenous calibration mechanism - a hypothesis on the existence of a geophysical responsive element which senses a geophysical stimuli and calibrates the inner cellular oscillation in accordance with the length of the calendar day. A distinguishing experiment between the two explanations is suggested and discussed. Circadian rhythm mechanism and the evolution of circadian rhythmicity are tightly connected. Circadian rhythms' evolutionary theories are discussed in light of their contribution to our understanding of the selective pressures being applied throughout geological time and of how, once the clock has been established, it maintains an ongoing adjustment to a continuous change in the length of day.I argue that the exogenous calibration mechanism combines with the endosymbiont coordination theory, together, present an explanation to the path by which the calendar day adjustment was acquired and maintained. This hypothesis suggests a role for gravity cyclic force and for cytoskeleton's components in calendar day adjustment mechanism and circadian rhythm entrainment.